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Life is a series of natural and spontaneous changes. Don’t resist them; that only creates sorrow. Let reality be reality. 

Let things flow naturally forward in whatever way they like. With a change in season approaching, so the dynamics 

of the wildlife are starting to change too.

MABULA GUIDES NEWS FOR NOVEMBER 2019 
Written by: Isaiah Banda  - Madjuma Reserve Manager

Sunrise – 05h28 | Sunset – 18h17 
21ºC Low | 36ºC High
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We are seeing lions moving all over Lake Kyle. A shift in cheetah territories has been unfolding over this month, more 

and more sightings of other species has been witnessed this month. Change is inevitable and out in the wild change 

brings much excitement.

Drought always hits hippo populations hard as they depend on good grazing when they leave the safety of the water 

at night, travelling up to 20 km away from the water to feed mostly on grasses. They can consume up to 50 kg of 

grass in one night, acting like a biological lawnmower, as with most of our larger herbivores.
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When water sources like dams and seasonal rivers shrink, too much hippo dung can prove toxic to aquatic life, 

primarily because of the absorption of dissolved oxygen. Hippos spend their days in the water, and can move 

through it quite rapidly when they need to. Hippos are critical for healthy dams for an unusual reason – their poop. 

Hippo dung provides valuable nutrients for fish and other aquatic species, so when you see a hippo defecating in the 

water, think positive thoughts! However, as with any good thing, too much of it can cause problems.

They’re not good swimmers, but generally walk or run along the bottom of rivers or dams, surfacing every three 

to five minutes to breath.  They can sleep underwater too, thanks to the process of surfacing to breathe being a 

subconscious one. Hippos are trailblazers. Literally. They have an enormous impact on the land surrounding water 

holes and dams as they generally take the same paths each night to feed, clearing vegetation and creating hard 

surfaces as they constantly move across the ground.

These paths are followed by other animals as they offer direct access to water. Hippos are very dangerous due to 

high levels of aggression, especially in bulls who are extremely territorial. They are also exceptionally nervous and 

when out of the water will seek to escape to it when startled or alarmed. Their bite can be fatal, thanks to their long, 

sharp incisors and canines which brush past one another in a scissor action. Territorial bulls preside over a relatively 

waterholes and dams. In its territory a mature bull will preside over a pod of females and babies, as well as juveniles 

and younger bulls which are allowed to stay in the pod as long as they remain submissive. Territories primarily exist 

to establish mating rights with the females and fights between bulls invariably revolve around dominance.
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Before coming to blows, bulls will gape at one another, opening their huge mouths to almost 180 degrees, showing 

off their canines and incisors in a threat display. The incisors point forward, like tusks, and can reach up to 40 cm 

in length. The super-sharp canines can grow up to 50 cm in length. They are used in combat and play no role 

in feeding. A hippo’s skin has very little hair. It is also very sensitive to the sun, which is why hippos prefer to stay 

submerged during the hottest periods of the day. They secrete a red-coloured oily substance that acts as a natural 

sunscreen, but they still need to stay in the water as much as possible as too much exposure to the sun causes their 

skin to crack.

Hippos are very vocal animals and are able to communicate above and below the water at the same time. They 

achieve this courtesy of a fatty area around their necks which vibrates when the hippo vocalizes through its nose, 

sending the sounds waves out into the water at the same time. The sounds are amplified by the water and can be 

heard over large distances, and express important information like “this is my territory” and “I am here, so stay away”. 

We love the sounds the hippos make, which always remind us of someone laughing heartily at a particularly rude 

joke! It’s good to have them here at Mabula and I for one like to spend more time with them.
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Next time when you are visiting Mabula ask your guide to drive past Ngulubi dam or Mvubu dam and enjoy listening 

to them vocalizing with each other, you will enjoy just sitting there and watching them.

Trails guiding is one of my favorite activity to conduct. Ask a trails guide which close animal encounter will get their 

heart beating fastest, and you might be surprised at the reply. It’s not big cats. We humans are not their natural prey, 

and their first impulse is to move away from us. A rhino has to be treated with respect, but can be approached quite 

close if there is cover. Elephants are good communicators with body language, and their powerful sense of smell 

means they usually know we are nearby before we see them. No, the animal that gives guides an adrenaline rush 

is the African buffalo – in particular the bulls known as dagga boys. That’s the name given to the ones that have 

separated from the herd, forced out by stronger males. Maybe that’s why they’re permanently grumpy?

They like to feed at night, then drink at the dam early in the morning. In the heat of the day they search for the 

shade. They hide is dark brown or black, but often coated in mud, which helps protect from both sun and parasites. 

On the move, they are under a cloud of dust, and at rest – in a cloud of flies. There are birds such as cattle egrets 

and the red-billed Oxpeckers that have evolved to feed on these insects, in one of nature’s many synergies. I 

was out for a walk with my guests, close to main dam, when we happened on a dagga bull unexpectedly. They 

had been lying down in the shade behind some bushes, heard us coming and one jumped up. He saw us at the 

same moment we saw him, and we were 50m distant and without much cover, which is not ideal. It’s known as 

“unintentional contact” and is something for which trails guides train. It’s always better to spot the animals first, to 

either take a controlled approach or evasion.
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I immediately told my guests to squat down and stay quiet. Presenting a lower profile makes us look less 

threatening. Incidentally, it is the opposite with big cats – if you squat before a lion or leopard, you look more 

meal-sized. They dropped down about a meter behind me, the best place to be during a close encounter. It was a 

moment to mentally recap the five rules of walking with wildlife, and always reminds my guests before every trail 

starts: Walk in single file, keep together, stay quiet, always follow my instructions, never run.

For a minute or two, the buffalo stared at us, and we stared back. He looked calm, I have had many such 

encounters, and knows that these animals are unpredictable, their body language hard to read. But the bull looked 

away, indicating he was not feeling threatened. We stood and walked slowly away. That was amazing sighting.

Another activity that is becoming more popular on Mabula is birdwatching. It has become more and more popular 

on Mabula. 
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The areas like TPA dam, Modjadji and Madjuma is justly famous for its variety of birds- there have been over 300 

species recorded, all attracted by the biodiversity of habitat in our reserve. Brightly coloured bee-eaters, orioles and 

starlings flit through the acacia trees; herons and storks move stealthily through the waters of the seasonal pans 

and streams, francolins rustle through the grasses, rollers perching on trees next to the road, eagles soaring on the 

reserve.

At night the distinctive calls of owls and nightjars punctuate the darkness, and by day an unparalleled range of 

raptors large and small, many of which are seldom seen outside of game reserve areas, hunt their prey. Safaris are 

always exciting and informative, filled with thrills and drama and the most interesting stories. 

Changing seasons allow for different and unique bird viewing experiences as the migrating birds come and go, 

seeking all-round summers as they follow abundant food sources. The autumn and winter months produce 

spectacular sightings of the resident raptors perching atop tall bare trees, or catching thermals as they soar high 

above – their keen eyes surveying the ground looking for prey. In spring and summer the bush comes alive with 

splashes of colour and hundreds of birdcalls announcing the return of the “travelers”. The migratory birds summer as 

far away as Asia and return to Mabula when the weather is warmer. First back will be the Wahlberg’s Eagles in early 

spring and last will be the Woodland Kingfishers at the beginning of November.

And while all migrants have fascinating stories to tell, none is more amazing than the Amur Falcon which covers 

nearly 20000km on its annual migration. One of the smaller raptors (females weigh around 135g), the Amur Falcon 

occurs in flocks numbering in the hundreds. It feeds mainly on insects but also preys on frogs and small birds. 

Leaving Mabula at the start of winter, this long distance flyer makes its way to south eastern Siberia.
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The Falcons’ return journey from Siberia, through China then to India and across Africa coincides with the migration 

of the wandering glider dragonfly, whose annual journey stretches from India to Africa across the Arabian Sea. This 

synchronicity allows the falcons to refuel on the wing or enjoy a short feeding stop in India.

It is hard not to be excited by the beauty of the birdlife in the Bushveld. Our guides are immensely gratified when 

their newly enthused guests start scanning the trees and skies for birds, as avidly as they search the Bushveld for 

animals. Bushveld for animals. As the seasons change, migrant species come and go, but whether it is summer or 

winter, spring or fall, Mabula is a constant birdwatchers delight.
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From raptors to insectivores and seed-eaters, from tree to ground nesters, the variety of birds here throughout the 

year is as astonishing as it is magical. Whether in the lodge or out in the Bushveld, the birdwatching opportunities at 

Mabula are vast, varied and entirely memorable.

As the sun sinks below the horizon, guide will find a spot in the bushveld to stop and have sundowners. This is the 

time to watch the sky change colour, with the blue of day turning to the reds and golds of dusk, finally giving way to 

a black sky filled with millions of twinkling stars which just cannot be seen in an urban environment.

Drinking cocktails and eating delicious snacks in the silence of the untamed bushveld, punctuated by the sounds 

of bushveld, is simply unforgettable. Frogs and insects call incessantly, antelopes alert each other of danger, jackals 

barks, and there is always the chance of hearing the rasp of a leopard or the hair-raising roar of a lion.

Thank you to photos contributor, Riette Smit 

That is all for this month. Enjoy reading

From Isaiah and Mabula family

Bushveld Greetings


